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ABSTRACT
Recent verification work has made advances in finding bugs in P4
programs before deployment, but it requires that the programmer
specifies table rules that are possible at runtime[32, 24, 27]. This
imposes a specification burden on the programmer, while at the
same time failing to guarantee that bugs will not be inserted at
runtime by faulty controllers.
We present bf4, a novel verification approach for P4 programs
that uses a mix of static verification, code changes and runtime
checks to ensure that the deployed P4 program is bug free. To
achieve this, bf4 uses static analysis to find all possible bugs in the
P4 program; for each possible bug, bf4 attempts to find predicates
that, when applied to table rules inserted by the controller, make
that bug unreachable. If such predicates do not exist, bf4 can change
the P4 code and re-run the procedure above.
We applied bf4 to a wide range of P4 programs; for all these,
bf4 is able to generate controller assertions and propose that fixes
that guarantee no controller-induced bug is reachable. At runtime,
bf4 checks in milliseconds that the controller does not insert faulty
rules; when it does, an exception is thrown that helps developers
fix the bug.
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1

INTRODUCTION

P4 and NPL are languages which can be used to program hardware
dataplanes. These languages and the corresponding programmable
targets enable unprecedented network flexibility, promising an
ever-evolving set of network functionalities at hardware speeds.
On the downside, dataplane programs written in these languages
can exhibit multiple types of faulty behaviors (bugs) that include
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accesses to uninitialized header fields, header stack underflows
or overflows, out-of-bounds regiester accesses, undefined packet
forwarding behaviour, and so forth [32, 24].
Programming dataplanes is far from trivial, because programmers must separately describe the dataplane, the control plane as
well as their interaction. As a result of this complexity, bugs have
been found even in trivial programs [32]; left unchecked, such bugs
could lead to incorrect network behaviour and potentially be exploited by malicious adversaries [14]. It therefore crucial to find
and remove such bugs from production networks.
Ideally, we should find all bugs before deployment, but this is
rarely possible. Only when the P4 bug is always reachable (i.e., there
exists an input packet which triggers the bug) independent of the
table entries, verification before deployment works well, finding all
such dataplane bugs in seconds / minutes [24, 32, 27].
In most cases, however, the bugs are only reachable when faulty
table entries are inserted at runtime by the controller—we call these
controller-induced bugs (or controller bugs, for short). Unfortunately,
the controller is general-purpose code and automatically predicting
controller-induced bugs means predicting, at deployment, the table
entries the controller will output at runtime—this is impossible in
the general case.
To side-step this problem, existing verification works ask the
programmer to specify before deployment which table entries are
possible at runtime, and then use this information to find reachable
bugs. This approach adds significant burden to the dataplane
programmer (e.g., 770 lines of annotations for a 6KLOC program,
for one bug type [24]) and does not guarantee the program is
bug-free: at runtime, the controller may still insert faulty rules.
We propose bf4, an end-to-end verification approach for P4
programs that guarantees deployed P4 programs are bug-free, regardless of the source of the bug. bf4 works as follows:
(1) At compile-time, it finds all possible bugs; some of these bugs,
however will not be reachable in practice, so simply presenting
them to the programmer is not useful.
(2) Next, it automatically infers controller annotations—these are
predicates to be obeyed by the rules inserted by the controller
to avoid controller-induced bugs, removing the need for manual
annotations required by existing tools.
(3) Assuming annotations hold at runtime, most bugs will now become unreachable. However, if there are still bugs reachable (e.g.,
dataplane bugs), bf4 proposes code changes to make the remaining
bugs unreachable. If the changes are accepted by the programmer,
repeat step (2).
(4) At runtime monitor the rules inserted by the controller, raising an
exception when they do not satisfy the annotation.
We have implemented bf4 as a backend for p4c, the P4 compiler
suite. bf4 runs in minutes even on large programs and is easy
to use: it does not require manual annotations to find the bugs,
and it simplifies code changes when bugs are found. We applied
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control ingress(){ //...
apply {
if_info.apply();
nat.apply();
if (meta.meta.do_forward == 1w1){
ipv4_lpm.apply();
forward.apply();
}
}}
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table nat {
actions = { drop();//...
nat_hit_int_to_ext();}
key = { //...
hdr.ipv4.isValid(): exact
hdr.ipv4.srcAddr : ternary}}
action nat_hit_int_to_ext(a,p) {
meta.meta.do_forward = 1w1;
meta.meta.ipv4_sa = a;//...}

table ipv4_lpm {...
actions = {set_nhop();drop();...}
key = {meta.meta.ipv4_da: lpm;}
}
action set_nhop(nhop_ipv4, p) {
meta.meta.nhop_ipv4 = nhop_ipv4;
standard_metadata.egress_spec = p;
hdr.ipv4.ttl = hdr.ipv4.ttl - 1; }

Figure 1: Running example: a snippet from the simple nat P4 program.
bf4 to many P4 programs, including switch.p4. On the latter, bf4
found 165 bugs are reachable when all table entries are feasible
(similar to p4v [24]). After we inferred the necessary annotations,
55 bugs remain reachable. bf4 automatically generated code fixes
that added 26 keys to 14 tables; these are then used to eliminate all
165 bugs. At runtime, bf4’s shim filters rules in tens of ms.

what the nat_miss_ rules are meant to achieve. Finally, all packets
that must be forwarded (not destined to the controller) should then
pass through the ipv4_lpm and forward tables.
Note that the functionality of the NAT heavily depends on the table rules, and thus correct functioning hinges on both the dataplane
and the control plane being correct.

2.1
2

Bugs in our example program

MOTIVATION

P4 is a language that allows specifying programmable dataplanes
which can be deployed on multiple targets including switches
(Barefoot Tofino) and smartNICs (Netronome FX). P4 delivers programmability without hurting performance: the Tofino can support
Tbps packet processing speeds. NPL is another dataplane programming language similar to P4 that is supported by Broadcom’s Trident 4 switching chip.
For brevity, we do not include an introduction to the P4 language
here; interested readers may look at the numerous tutorials available on p4.org and elsewhere. In this paper we focus P4-16, on the
newest version of the P4 language. Programs written in P4-14 (the
previous version) can be converted to P4-16 using the p4 compiler
suite and then analyzed by bf4. bf4 does not currently support
NPL, but it would be straightforward to extend to do so.
To guide our discussion we rely on the example shown in Figure
1. The code is taken from the simple NAT P4 program available
from p4.org, but we only show a few interesting snippets. We show
the ingress pipeline (left), together with parts of the two tables and
some of the actions defined in those tables (center and right). In the
ingress pipeline shown in Figure 1, packets first visit the nat table,
and then conditionally the ipv4_lpm and forward tables.
The P4 program only specifies half of the dataplane functionality;
the other half is provided by the control plane (typically an SDN
controller) at runtime, in the form of table rules. The intention of
the programmer of our NAT, not evident from the dataplane code
alone, is that packets for ongoing connections should be directly
translated by the nat_hit_ actions when there is already an installed mapping in the table. This is achieved by inserting 5-tuple
rules in the nat table for known connections and using actions to
set the appropriate metadata for the current packet: for instance, in
the nat_hit_int_to_ext action, meta.ipv4_sa is set to the value
of the desired IP source address, and the metadata marks that this
packet should be forwarded. The metadata information will be used
in the egress pipeline to set the new IP address of the packet before
it leaves the switch.
When there is no matching hit entry and the traffic is coming
from the internal network, the nat must forward the packet to the
controller which will then insert a 5-tuple hit entry; if the traffic is
coming from the external network, it should be dropped. This is

P4 programs exhibit a range of faulty behaviors (bugs) that were
also highlighted by previous works [32, 24]. The effects of these
bugs range from benign to incorrect processing of packets and even
malicious exploitation by attackers [14].
A common bug is accessing an invalid header. All possible headers that the P4 program can parse are declared up-front and are
in scope throughout the entire processing pipeline. At some point
during execution, the packet only contains a subset of all headers,
but all headers may be accessed because they are syntactically in
scope; when uninitialized headers are read “undefined” values will
be returned.
In our example, the set_nhop action in the ipv4_lpm table accesses the TTL field in the IPv4 header without checking its validity
first. A more subtle bug exists in the NAT table: consider a rule
where the valid flag is invalid (implying that the srcAddr should
not be matched) but the mask for the ternary-match srcAddr field
is non-zero. When a packet without an IP header hits this rule,
the pipeline will read the srcAddr field from the invalid header
and match it against the entry in the table, resulting in undefined
behavior.
Another type of bug is not specifying the forwarding behaviour
for certain packets (also known as egress_spec not set). This means
that forwarding will be target-specific, and may differ from a software to a hardware target. In our example, this bug is triggered on
some paths (not shown).
Other types of bugs, not present in our simple example, include
out-of-bounds accesses to register arrays, header handling errors
such as adding a header that is already valid, popping an empty
header stack or pushing a new header in a full header stack, as
well as decapsulation errors where live headers are not deparsed
on output [32, 24, 27].

3

SOLUTION SPACE

The programmer deploys a P4 program, and at runtime the controller adds and removes rules in the tables of the program, or
changes other configuration parameters. A snapshot is the P4 program together with all its active table entries and configuration
knobs. The controller triggers changes from one snapshot to the
next at runtime.
The goal of our work is to help programmers ensure that P4
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In principle, both these approaches can be used standalone to
detect bugs at runtime, even without verification at compile-time.
However, they are too expensive to use in practice. Using the first
approach, we can change the P4 code to add runtime checks before
any possible bug. For instance, we can change the set_nhop action
as follows:

CONTROLLER

Runtime verification

Deploy

P4 target
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…

Figure 2: P4 program verification: a landscape
programs do not have reachable bugs when deployed for the classes
of bugs that we support. This means that no active snapshot may
have reachable bugs, ever.
To guide the discussion of possible solutions, Figure 2 summarizes alternative approaches. The ideal solution is to use static verification to find and remove all bugs from P4 programs at compile-time.
The trouble with this solution is that it requires predicting, before
deployment, all the P4 snapshots that will be active at runtime.
Since the controller is general-purpose code, this problem can be
reduced to the halting problem, which is undecidable.
To avoid predicting controller outputs, existing verification works
either ask the programmer for concrete snapshots of table entries
(under-approximate the set of snapshots) or assume all possible
table entries are likely (over-approximate). Vera [32] takes the first
approach, analyzing concrete P4 snapshots with symbolic execution; it can find a wide range of bugs, but it can be fairly slow
for large programs (5-15s to check a snapshot of switch.p4, for
each packet type). Vera has however limited coverage: even if one
snapshot is bug-free, bugs can exist in other snapshots.
The second approach, taken by p4v [24] and ASSERT-P4 [27],
assumes that all entries are possible and reports all the possible
bugs; many are false positives, being reachable in snapshots that do
not appear at runtime. For instance, in our running example p4v will
give an example of a rule for the nat table where ipv4.isValid=0
and the mask for ipv4 is non zero, meaning that the invalid field
will be read from the packet. It is clear that a sane controller should
never insert such faulty rules where all matching packets trigger a
bug.
To reduce false positives, p4v and ASSERT-P4 require the programmer to provide control-plane assertions that limit the range
of possible table entries. Both tools assume the assertions hold, and
then find the bugs that are still reachable and flag them as dataplane
bugs which must be fixed by the programmer. Unfortunately, both
p4v and ASSERT-P4 put the annotation burden on the programmer
and this may lead them to give up on verification.
Note that, even if the controller assertions guarantee the absence
of bugs, there is no guarantee the controller obeys the assertions:
static verification alone cannot give any guarantees w.r.t to the
absence of bugs, so runtime checks are therefore needed to ensure
controller outputs are not buggy. There are two ways to deploy
such checks:
(1) Change the P4 program before deployment to catch all packets that trigger a fault and send them to the controller, notifying that a bug exists.
(2) Monitor the controller outputs, rejecting those that would
result in buggy snapshots.

action set_nhop(nhop_ipv4, p) { ...
if (ipv4.isValid) hdr.ipv4.ttl = hdr.ipv4.ttl - 1;
else
meta.faulty = 1; }

After the table apply call, we also add code that sends all packets
with the faulty metadata set to the controller. In principle, adding
assertions to the P4 program in this way can catch many bugs just
before they are triggered. The downside is that every change to
the control flow results in the program needing more stages; in the
simple NAT example, such instrumentation doubles the number
of stages needed to deploy the program on the Tofino. For large
programs, the instrumented version cannot be deployed at all.
Additionally, some bugs cannot be fixed by changes in the dataplane code alone. This is the case in the nat table, where a faulty
rule can match an invalid IPv4 header and with non-zero mask for
the IPv4 source address. This P4 code is correct, so we don’t need
to fix it. The controller that injects such an entry is buggy, though,
and we will use the second approach to catch such bugs.
To catch controller-induced bugs, we must filter updates from
the controller before they are inserted in the dataplane: whenever a
table is changed, use existing tools to check for reachable bugs in the
new snapshot. If no bugs are reachable, allow the update; otherwise,
throw an exception that a buggy snapshot exists. The problem is
that snapshot verification will take minutes for large P4 programs,
meaning that either (a) all updates will be delayed by said time,
creating convergence and stability problems for the control-plane
protocols (e.g., BGP), or (b) updates will be allowed and checked
reactively, with the danger of deploying buggy snapshots.
A better approach is to use the controller annotations at runtime
to filter faulty table rules, instead of verifying entire snapshots:
such annotations typically apply to a single table and are independent of the rules already in the table. In our example, it would
be trivial to check that nat rules don’t set ipv4.isValid=0 and
ipv4.srcAddrMask!=0 simultaneously; such checks can be done
in milliseconds, as we show in our evaluation. Today, however, such
annotations are generated manually; we generate them automatically instead.

4

BF4 OVERVIEW

bf4 is an end-to-end verification solution that guarantees that any
active snapshot is not buggy. bf4 has two components:
(1) A static verification part that runs at compile-time and automatically derives controller annotations, instead of requiring
manual input for programmers, with the goal of making all bugs in
the P4 program unreachable. In certain cases, a minority of bugs
may still be reachable after the annotations are inferred. In such
cases, bf4 also suggests changes to be made to the P4 program
to ensure most/all bugs can be controlled via further annotations.
In the rare cases where a bug is still reachable after fixes, it is a
dataplane bug that must be fixed by the programmer.
(2) A runtime component that acts as a shim sitting between the
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Figure 3: bf4 operation summary.
controller and the data plane, quickly checking all rules inserted
in the dataplane against the annotations derived at compile time.
Whenever a rule does not satisfy an annotation, the shim throws
an exception notifying the controller that a bug has appeared; otherwise the rule is inserted, and the snapshot is guaranteed to be
bug-free.
In the remainder of this section we describe in detail the static
verification part of bf4; for brevity, we refer to it as bf4. The runtime component is described in more detail in §4.4. At compile-time,
bf4 aims to find control plane annotations according to these principles:
(1) Inhibit many (ideally all) unsafe behaviors (bugs).
(2) Do not prevent any safe behaviors.
(3) No manual annotations required.
We also want bf4 to be practical to use: the time to infer control
plane annotations should be similar to compile time.
The static verification part of bf4 can be used as a standalone
tool for P4 code verification - much like p4v [24] - and P4 snapshot
verification - similar to Vera [32] and P4-NOD [26]. It builds upon
classic bounded model checking [10].
The way bf4 works is captured in Figure 3. As all prior works,
bf4 first instruments the P4 code, adding assertions where bugs
may appear. bf4 then expands table apply calls into their abstract
semantics in a way similar to p4v, and initially assumes all table
rules are possible. bf4 then builds the control-flow graph of the P4
program, generates the conditions that must be satisfied for each
bug to be reachable, and uses Z3 solver to check reachability (see
§4.1).
Since all table rules are likely, this results in a large number
of bugs being reachable; for instance 165 bugs are reachable in
switch.p4. Having the programmer reason about all these bugs is
tedious, yet all prior works rely on the programmer to reduce the
space of relevant table rules. Our goal is to achieve the same task
automatically.
The key insight is that certain table rules are undesirable because
all the packets matching them would result in buggy behavior; such
table rules should be discarded by the verification tool, and should
never be inserted by any controller. In our example, consider this
rule in the nat table:
ipv4.isValid==0, ipv4.srcAddr==(192.0.0.0,mask=255/8)

where the associated action can be anything. All packets that match
this rule will have an invalid ipv4 header, and will trigger a bug
because the invalid srcAddr field will be read. Since this rule cannot
process any packet without triggering a bug, we tag it as faulty (or
buggy) and we can safely discard it: it will never be inserted by any
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flow_def_nat_t pcn = havoc();
pcn.reach = true;
if (pcn.isHit) {
assert(pcn.key_ipv4_valid == ipv4.isValid() &&
pcn.key_ipv4_src_addr_value == ipv4.srcAddr &
pcn.key_ipv4_src_addr_mask);
if (pcn.action_run == drop) { drop(); }
else if (pcn.action_run == nat_hit_int_to_ext) {
meta.meta.do_forward = 1w0;
meta.meta.ipv4_sa = pcn.parm_a;//... }}

Figure 4: Expanding nat table call
sane controller.
bf4 automatically infers predicates which filter buggy rules (see
§4.2); for the example above, bf4 generates the predicate ipv4.isValid==0
∧ ipv4.srcAddr.mask!=0.
Such predicates are in fact annotations, and we use them for
two purposes: first, to reduce the number of reachable bugs in
verification, thus easing the burden on the programmer. Secondly,
we use them at runtime to filter the rules inserted by the controller
(see §4.4).
Even after inferring predicates, there may be quite a few reachable bugs still remaining. In our example, consider the ipv4_lpm
table: all packets hitting the set_nhop action will have their TTL
field decremented. When such packets have an invalid ipv4 header,
they will trigger a bug. Ideally, we would like to prohibit packets
with an invalid ipv4 header to hit a rule with this action, but unfortunately the ipv4_lpm table does not match on the validity of the
ipv4 header.
When there are bugs still reachable after predicate inference,
bf4 runs an additional pass where it proposes changes to the P4
code to remove the remaining bugs; for most bug types, it selects a
small number of keys to be added to certain tables (§4.3). It then
reruns the algorithm to find new predicates that can remove further
(ideally all) bugs. In our example, it will add the ipv4.isValid key
to the ipv4_lpm table and generate predicates that eliminate the
bug.
While bf4 employs verification techniques from the PL literature [10, 11, 1], we benefit from the specifics of network programming languages - loop-freedom, simple primitive instructions,
low-latency constraints which limit program sizes - to make them
more efficient and useful in practice.
We have implemented bf4 as a separate backend to the p4c compiler infrastructure. It consists of a series of compiler passes which
transform the initial p4 program, automatically add assertions for
some categories of bugs, run the analysis phase which includes the
Infer and Fixes algorithms (§4.2) and output a file describing the
inferred necessary precondition and a set of proposed keys to bring
the existing bugs under control. The latter is passed to a controller
shim which enforces the rules described therein (§4.4).
Our implementation (25KLOC of C++) works against the p4c
intermediate representation (IR) and re-uses many tools and passes
already implemented within the p4c framework - e.g., type inference, reference resolution etc. We implement the semantics of most
instructions defined in the p4 spec [7, 30] and of some of the core
external primitives. We now discuss bf4’s components in detail.

4.1

Finding reachable bugs

Our approach is similar to that of p4v [24]: we expand table applications depicted by abstract flow entries which match table keys and
non-deterministically choose between one of the actions allowed
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Figure 5: CFG for the running example
by the table.
Figure 4 shows an example of table expansions which makes
explicit the matched entry with all its corresponding variables.
We introduce two meta-variables for each table apply call; in our
example these are pcn.reach and pcn.hit. The former means that
a table call was reached at some point in the execution, while the
latter indicates if the matched entry was a table entry or the default
no-op action. If a table entry is hit, we instantiate the hit condition.
This is a relation between table key expressions (header values)
and table entry contents (keys), as depicted by the assert statement.
Each match kind has a corresponding semantics - e.g., the ternary
mask is translated into a bitwise and, while the exact match is
translated into an equality.
We then perform program instrumentation, where we add code
to find all possible bugs of the following types: accesing invalid
headers, out-of-bounds accesses to register arrays or header stacks
and egress_spec not set. To instrument for header validity, we add
validity checks whenever a header is read or written to. For instance,
before accessing the ipv4.ttl, bf4 checks the validity as follows:
if (!ipv4.isValid()) bug(); else ipv4.ttl = ipv4.ttl-1;

Similar checks are added to catch cases when the indices for array accesses are larger than the statically known size. Finally, for
egres_spec not set, we add check at the end of the ingress control
function if the value is different from default.
Next, we integrate the control flows (ingress and egress) and
stitch them together with the parser. The resulting program is
converted into a control-flow graph (CFG), a graph representation
of the program that captures all possible paths. Fig. 5 depicts the
CFG of a call to table nat in our example.
In order to obtain an acyclic CFG, we unroll possible loops. Since
P4 control flows are guaranteed not to contain forwarding loops,
the only component which may exhibit cyclic behavior is the parser.
The P4 specification [30] states that the hardware may limit the
number of times a packet visits a parser state; this means that
infinite loops are not possible. We leverage this fact and unroll the
looping parser states 1 a number of times larger than the size of
any header stack that can be extracted therein.
Similarly to p4v [24], we transform the program to static single
assignment form (SSA) in order to avoid exponential blow-up in
1 We
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expression sizes [15].
The resulting CFG is optimized via classic compiler optimization
techniques - constant propagation, local copy propagations [2]. We
then slice the CFG with respect to the reachability of bug nodes
[34]. The slicing algorithm is of special importance, because it is
also employed in inferring missing table keys to automatically fix
the bugs remaining after Infer (§4.3).
We leverage the acyclicity of the CFG to compute weakest preconditions for the reachability of each node in the graph. We do so
by iterating through the nodes of the CFG in topological order and
propagating stronger conditions to all neighbors depending on the
transition relation.
A representative example is depicted in figure 6. The example
shows the calculated preconditions at each node in a subset of the
CFG from Figure 5. The condition to reach the initial node is true;
this is propagated to the pcn.hit==1 node. On the true branch,
we propagate the stronger condition true && pcn.hit==1 to the
next node, and its negation on the else branch. Whenever a node
has already received a precondition from another parent (e.g., the
accept node on the false branch), we merge that condition with the
one from the current node. At each merge point in the graph, we
perform logical or between the existing label and the one which
was propagated. For each bug node, we invoke an SMT solver (in
our case Z3[13]) to determine whether or not the current bug is
reachable. For each satisfiable bug, it means that there is an initial
input which reaches it.
Making verification faster. In order to make bf4 run faster, we
perform a number of optimization passes on the original P4 code
and subsequently on the resulting CFG intermediate representation.
While many of them are well-known and heavily employed by
optimizing compilers - e.g., dead code elimination, constant propagation, live variable analysis etc. -, we emphasize the importance
of slicing [19] as a means to reduce the number of instructions in
the CFG and thus reduce verification runtime.
We implement slicing in P4 starting from the original SSAconverted CFG by computing the control dependency graph and
the data dependency graph [19]. Their union yields the program
dependency graph. Then, starting from each "interesting" node in our case bug nodes -, we compute the transitive closure of the
relation given by the dependency graph. The subgraph of the CFG
constrained to the nodes in the transitive closure is the slice of the
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program with respect to the possible bugs in the program.
While the current slicing implementation is using a naive syntactic approach, the results obtained show a lot of promise. On
switch.p4, our largest test case, slicing reduces the number of
instructions relevant for bug reachability from 17155 to 7087 and
the total time to model-check for reachable bugs from 36s to 11s.
A side-effect of program slicing is that it eases analysis and
program understanding. Counter-example instruction traces obtained on sliced programs are significantly simpler (roughly 10x
less instructions than without any slicing) and thus way easier to
understand, validate and analyze.

4.2

Inferring buggy table rules

A run through a P4 snapshot is the trace of instructions executed for
one input packet. Good runs are traces which result a well-defined
forwarding behavior (accept or reject). Bad runs are traces which
result in buggy behavior - e.g., accessing invalid headers.
To generate controller assertions, we find the table entries that
our shim must block without prohibiting any good runs while
discarding many (preferably all) bad runs.
To achieve this we rely on the concept of necessary preconditions
from the programming languages literature defined as a formula
whose complement captures inputs to that program that will always
trigger bugs [11]. Note that necessary preconditions are different
from sufficient preconditions which ensure the program is bug-free,
but may inhibit good runs.
bf4 generates necessary preconditions with a supplementary
constraint that all variables used in the necessary preconditions
depend solely on the table entries inserted at runtime by the controller. To generate necessary preconditions, we identify a set of
nodes in the CFG of the expanded program as assert points where
we can apply predicates on the table rules. For practical purposes,
we only consider assert points to be located upon table call entry.
In our example, the only assert point is the black node in Fig.5.
Furthermore, we identify a number of program variables as control
variables. Essentially, control variables are the elements of a table
rule: keys, chosen action and the action parameters.
We propose Infer, a novel inference algorithm which iteratively
finds controlled necessary preconditions (Algorithm 1) that can
be applied in assert points by predicates on the control variables,
and guarantee preservation of correct behavior. We run Infer once
for every assertion point in the program (i.e., every table apply
statement). It takes as input two logical formulas OK and BU G and
a set P of atoms whose variables are control variables. Infer outputs
a predicate (in conjunctive normal form) that is a boolean formula
using solely atoms from P.
OK describes the set of good runs which pass through the assertion point; we compute it as the precondition to reach an accept
state (e.g., the formula in the green node in Fig.6 plus the condition
to reach the assert point). BU G specifies bad runs dominated by
this assertion point. We compute BU G as the precondition to reach
any bug dominated by this assertion point (the red node in Fig. 6). 2
P contains boolean atoms using variables whose value we can
control at the bug. The atoms are generated syntactically from
2 Dominance is computed on the CFG and it means that all runs to the bug pass through

the assertion point.
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Algorithm 1 Infer
1: function infer(O K , BU G, P ) ▷ returns a CNF formula ϕ with atoms ⊆ P s.t.
O K |= ϕ and minimizes | {η | η |= BU G ∧ ϕ } |
2:
dir ect ← Solver (BU G), dual ← Solver (O K )
3:
ϕ : Expr ession ← ⊤
4:
while direct.check() == SAT do
5:
model ← dir ect .model ()
6:
assumpt ions
←
{q | if model .eval (p), then (q
=
p) otherwise (q = ¬p), p ∈ P }
7:
if dual .check(assumpt ions) == U N SAT then
8:
uc ← dual .unsat
_cor e()
Ó
9:
ϕ ← ϕ ∧ ¬( a∈uc
Ó a)
10:
dir ect .add (¬( a∈uc a))
11:
else
Ó
12:
dir ect .add (¬( a∈as sumpt ions a))
13:
end if
14:
end while
15:
return ϕ
16: end function

program text. In our example, the following atoms are generated:
pcn.ipv4.isValid
pcn.ipv4.srcAddr.mask==0
pcn.hit
pcn.action_run==drop pcn.action_run==nat_hit_int_to_ext

Figure 7 graphically shows the steps which make up the Infer
algorithm, where we depict the OK and BU G predicates as regions
in the space of all runs. The algorithm iteratively builds a predicate
which covers an increasingly larger part of the bad runs but does
not contain any good runs.
It first uses the SMT solver to select a sample bad run from set
BU G - i.e., a model (Line 5). If there is a model, it will contain
concrete values for all variables in the run, and can be thought of
as a point in the bug region in Figure 7.
Next, Infer evaluates all predicates in P against the current
model to yield a predicate (called assumptions) that describes a
wider region (a box in Fig.7) that includes the model, but may also
include non-buggy runs (Line 6).
Since the formula assumptions can be used as a controlled necessary precondition (since it contains only control variables) iff
it removes no good runs. To check this, we need to see whether
assumptions and OK are disjoint (line 7); if they are, we block the
boxed region (i.e, we "subtract" assumptions from BU G) and restart
the iteration (line 12).
When assumptions and OK do not intersect, we could simply
add assumptions to our preconditions and iterate, but it would take
a long time to cover the entire BU G region. To reduce the number
of steps, we would like to expand this region as much as possible
as long as it does not intersect OK. For this, we use the unsatcore implementation of the solver, obtaining uc which is a minimal
subset of assumptions which is unsatisfiable in OK (Line 8).
In other words, this finds the largest region which includes the
box while still not intersecting OK - the core. We then update the
set BU G = BU G \uc (Line 10) and go to the first step. The algorithm
ends when set BU G is empty. In our running example, this predicate
is
inferred:
pcn.hit ∧ ¬pcn.ipv4.valid ∧ ¬(pcn.ipv4.srcAddr.mask==0)
The predicate states that all rules with an invalid ipv4 header and
a zero mask are buggy and thus should be blocked. These predicates are then used at runtime, to filter buggy rules (see 4.4) and
in the verification process: the predicate is asserted and we recompute the reachability of the bugs it dominates. Many bugs become
unreachable, and we say we can “control” these bugs; some are
still reachable and in which case we invoke the Fix algorithm that
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Algorithm 2 Fast-Infer

by Fast-Infer.

1: function fast-infer(c f д, t , cont r oll ed )
▷ returns a controlled necessary
precondition
▷ c f д is the subgraph of table t, t abl e _beдin the start of the
t .apply(), cont r oll ed a set of control variables of t - keys and action data
2:
(p2oks, p2buдs) ← symbex (c f д, t abl e _beдin)
3:
ϕ←⊤
4:
for pat h ∈ p2oks do
5:
pc ← pat hCondit ion(pat h)
6:
v ← V ar s(pc)
7:
if v ⊆ cont r oll ed then
8:
ϕ ← ϕ ∧ (¬pc)
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
return ϕ
12: end function

Multi-table rules. Both algorithms Infer and Fast-Infer reason about single-table preconditions. These preconditions can be
quickly checked at runtime and remove many bugs from the dataplane code, but they do not remove all bugs.
Is it possible to infer multi-table preconditions while keeping
runtime complexity at bay? We attempted a generalization of Infer
to multiple tables but this resulted in non-tractable runtimes. We
then turned to heuristics that capture some classes of multi-table
assertions. Take the following snippet inspired by switch.p4:

changes the P4 program to make the bug unreachable, described in
§4.3.
Even though we provide no guarantees on its minimality, in
practice, Infer can be used to control many reachable bugs in a
program, as we show in §5.
Safety of Infer. In the Appendix we provide a theoretical formulation of the necessary preconditions Infer computes and prove
that the algorithm never removes good runs.
Speeding up Infer. While Infer is reasonably fast in practice (10
minutes against switch.p4), we propose an approximate version of
it that makes it much faster. The biggest issue with Infer is the size
of the formulae we pass to the solver. The set OK includes the path
conditions for all good runs through that entire program, with the
only condition that they pass through the table we are analyzing.
Our fast algorithm reduces this set by only examining paths
through the table in question, from the assertion point to when
control exits the table call: it thus assumes that any packet can
reach the assertion point, and that any packet leaving the table will
be a good run.
Fast-Infer (Algo.2) finds all possible paths from the assertion
points to the bug(s) in the table using symbolic execution. If all
the variables in a path condition are controlled (i.e., all packets hit
that bug), then the negation of this path condition is a necessary
precondition (i.e., a controller assertion). We first compute c f д,
the control-flow graph for table t. The set controlled is the set of
keys and action parameters of table t. Then, symbolically execute
starting with unconstrained variables from the start of the graph
(table_beдin). The result of symbolic execution is a set of paths to
terminals (either good or bad). For each path to a bug, take its path
condition pc. If the variables involved in pc are included within
controlled, conclude that ¬pc is a necessary condition.
As each table’s CFG is small and the number of conditions inside
a table are few (in the order of the number of table actions), symbolic
execution explores all paths to terminals very fast (1ms per table in
switch.p4). Furthermore, the check in line 7 of Alg.2 is also fast. The
end result is an algorithm which computes a set of all necessary
table preconditions in just 1.5s for switch.p4.
How does Fast-Infer relate to Infer? Assume that ϕ f ast is the
result of Fast-Infer and ϕ that of Infer. We prove in the Appendix
that Fast-Infer is an over-approximation of Infer (ϕ |= ϕ f ast ):
running Fast-Infer may fail to produce preconditions in certain
cases where Infer will succeed.
bf4 uses both algorithms: it first runs Fast-Infer; only if it does
not control all bugs we call Infer to cover the bugs not controlled

table t1 {key={k1:exact}, action={validate_H; nop;}}
table t2 {key={k1:exact, k2:exact}, action={use_H;}}
action validate_H() { H.setValid(); }
action use_H(){ if (!H.isValid()) bug(); else ...;
H.setInvalid(); t1.apply(); t2.apply(); ...}

Assume that the following two entries exist in tables e1 = (k1 =
v, action = nop) ∈ t1 and e2 = (k1 = v, k2 = ∗, action = use_H ) ∈
t2. Here, v stands for an arbitrary value in the domain of instr1,
while * denotes an unconstrained value. Whenever a packet hits
entry e2 in t2, it will definitely hit rule e1 in t1. Since the statement
right before the application of t1 sets H to invalid, then a bug will
be triggered in action use_H . This means that this combination of
rules is bound to be buggy if ever inserted by the controller.
To generate these multi-table assertions, we use the results of
Fast-Infer for table t1 to start exploration for table t2. When we
have uncontrollable bugs in t2, if the keys of t2 are a superset of t1,
we try to control the bugs in t2 using the assertion point of t1.
Our multi-table heuristic generates assertions that control 7 bugs
in switch.p4 that cannot be controlled by single-table assertions.
To understand if there are other types of multi-table assertions
that could control the remaining bugs in switch.p4, we tested all
possible combinations of two and three tables, asking the solver to
provide for each combination of matching rules a matching good
and bad run. If the solver returns unsat, it means that we could
control more bugs with better multi-table algorithms. For switch.p4,
however, the solver confirmed that none of the remaining bugs can
be controlled this way.
Increasing bug coverage. Infer produces specs which cover a
fair amount of bugs (79 bugs previously reachable are suppressed
in switch.p4). Can we do better while ensuring maximal permissiveness with respect to good runs through the program? Note that the
limiting factor with respect to the maximum coverage attainable
by Infer is the set of OK runs.There are however situations where
this condition is too strong, as in the following example inspired
by switch.p4:
table encap{key={ipv4.valid:exact},actions={do_encap; nop;}}
action do_encap() { inner_ipv4 = ipv4;}

Our instrumentation backend converts the header assignment in
action do_encap into:
if (ipv4.isValid()) {... copy fields}
else { if (inner_ipv4.isValid()) { bug(); }
else { /* no op */; }}

We claim that the bug in the else branch is legitimate (though not
an undefined behavior per se), because it performs a destructive operation against a previously valid header without the user explicitly
mandating so. Had the programmer actually intended to invalidate inner_ipv4, he should have explicitly called the setInvalid()
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primitive on inner_ipv4.
Now, assume that table encap has an entry e=(ipv4.valid=false, action=do_encap). Then there are two possibilities: either inner_ipv4
is invalid, in which case nothing happens or it is valid and a bug
gets triggered. Running Infer against this table produces no spec,
since inner_ipv4.isValid() is not among its keys and thus could
take an arbitrary value. Had Infer produced a spec precluding the
existence of e, then it would only have suppressed the "no op"
branch. So this means that keeping entry e in table encap is just a
"fancy" way to do a no-op or trigger a bug. We classify such rules
as controller-induced bugs.
To find such cases, we introduce a dontCare instruction to our
intermediate code. Thus, the "no op" branch above becomes: ...

Algorithm 3 Fixes

else

yield a smaller graph relevant to the reachability of buд (line 8 in
Alg.3). This line is not necessary in the computation of extra keys,
but is used as a means to reduce the number of computed keys.
In line 9, we compute the set of last-resort tables with respect
to node bug; a table is of last resort for a given node if it is the last
which may prevent the node from being reached (in most cases,
this is the table which dominates the bug).
From each t ∈ T , we perform a forward dataflow analysis [2]
with lattice given by tuple L = (vars : P(V ), terms : P(V )), and
partial order given by pairwise set inclusion. The goal is to find the
smallest set of variables which are live at the assertion point and
control the bug. Take this example:

dontCare();

...

Now, we tailor Infer to take dontCares into account. We first
compute a formula reach(dontCare) as the disjunction of the reachability formulas of all dontCare statements and constrain the OK
formula s.t. OK ← OK ∧ ¬reach(dontCare). This change reflects
the following rationale: we would like to suppress as many bugs
as possible without precluding any good runs that we care about.
This simple heuristic trims down 31 extra encapsulation bugs in
switch.p4.

4.3

Fixing P4 programs

Our end goal is bug-free programs, but the Infer algorithm may
fail to control bugs in certain cases. One such case is in our example:
the bug is accessing the ipv4 header in set_nhop action for packets
with an invalid ipv4 header. This bug cannot be controlled because
the only match key in the ipv4_lpm (metadata meta.ipv4_da) is
in no way connected to the validity of header ipv4. What are the
options to handle this kind of uncontrolled bugs?
The simplest way is to just output a path through the program
which triggers the bug and let the programmer fix it - either change
his dataplane code or come up with a stronger controller constraint
which rules it out. Another solution to generate a sufficient precondition to suppress the bug; unfortunately this may prune good
runs. It is then up to the programmer to decide whether it is ok to
rule out those; unfortunately, this task has complexity similar to
manually generating assertions, which we want to avoid.
We want to automatically deduce fixes to the dataplane code. All
code changes are subject to the following constraint: all good runs
in the fixed program should produce the same result as the original
one. Furthermore, the fixes should be small enough to avoid hurting
performance. An obvious approach is to place if statements (guards)
around all possible bugs. However, most hardware targets do not
allow ifs within actions; worse, even when available, such guards
increase the number of stages needed to deploy the program.
Our solution fixes the program by adding missing table keys.
This approach can solve all controller-induced bugs, but will fail
to fix dataplane bugs. Initially, we modified the Infer algorithm to
this end, relying on unsat-core to find missing keys. While correct,
that version was also fairly slow. That is why we used ideas from
Fast-Infer to generate fixes.
Our Fixes algorithm (Algo. 3) uses data flow analysis to find the
set of keys needed to control a bug. Let buд be a bug point which is
still reachable. We start by computing the slice of the initial CFG to

1: function TableKeys(buд, t , cont r oll ed ) ▷ returns a set of keys to t such that
t controls buд ; cont r oll ed is a set of control variables of t
2:
node2fact : Map[node, L] ← { }
3:
node2fact[t ] = (∅, ∅)
4:
node2f act ← f w _dat af low (t , node2f act )
5:
return var s(node2f act [buд]) \ cont r oll ed
6: end function
7: function Fixes(buд ) ▷ returns a mapping from tables to extra keys to be added
8:
s ← slice(buд)
9:
T ← l ast _r esor t _t abl es(buд)
10:
v : Map[node, P(V )]
11:
for t ∈ T do
12:
v[t ] ← T abl eK eys(buд, t )
13:
end for
14:
return v
15: end function

// assertion_point for table t
if (y == 0) { x = 3; } else { x = z; }
if (x == 10) { bug(); }

Since x is the only variable read in the condition which guards
bug(), it is tempting to think x is the only extra key required for
table t. However, this is not right, since the value of x at condition
x==10 has been rewritten since the assertion point. Our algorithm
tracks the fact that x depends on y and z, so the minimal set of keys
to add to table t is {y, z}.
The transfer function tr : Statement → (L → L) wrt to a P4
program statement is defined as:
vars(tr (stat)(l)) = vars(l) ∪ (reads(stat) \ terms(l)),
terms(tr (stat)(l)) = terms(l) ∪ writes(stat),
where reads, writes : Statement → P(V ) denote the variables that
are read or written in that statement.
The meet operator is: l ⊔r = (vars(l) ∪vars(r ), terms(l) ∪terms(r )).
The analysis begins at node t ∈ T with initial value (∅, ∅). Let f
the dataflow fact obtained for node buд. Then Miss = vars(f ) \
controlled are the missing keys of t. Since we are working in SSA,
we state that the variables in Miss are available at node t, by construction.
For our running example, Fixes adds key ipv4.isValid() to table
ipv4_lpm.

4.4

Sanitizing table rules

Our shim transparently intercepts the messages between the controller and the dataplane, as proposed in prior SDN verification
works [8, 21]. We have implemented and integrated the dataplane
update sanitization module in ONOS[29] (a popular P4 controller).
We changed to the P4Runtime component which is in charge of
pushing updates to the switches.

bf4: towards bug-free P4 programs
bf4 outputs table assertions using a SQL-like syntax. Each assertion has two parts: the condition header which states the variables it
references (P4 match keys, or action arguments) and the condition
body which is a predicate over the variables in the header. A condition may also refer variables from the currently running switch
configuration; to fetch these values in a timely manner, the shim
maintains shadow copies of the table contents for every P4 switch
it controls, thus avoiding to query the switches. The shim loads and
parses the assertions and creates in-memory data structures. For
every dataplane update request, the validation algorithm a) first
detects which conditions the update might violate, based on the
update and the condition headers; this takes constant time since
one update can modify only one table and we can cluster conditions
based on the table id; b) next, for every such condition its body is
rewritten using the concrete values from the update being tested; c)
if there are any unbound variables, the shadow tables are queried;
for every table, we deploy a set of hash tables, one for every variable
referenced by the table; lastly, since we are only dealing with exact
matches, querying the shadow tables is linear in the number of
unbound variables left after step (b).
When a rule is safe, it will be inserted in the switch. Otherwise,
the rule will not be inserted, and an exception will be returned
to the controller. At this point, the controller should be debugged
and the source of the bug corrected; if the exception is ignored,
we now have a mismatch between the controller(which thinks the
rule update went ahead) and the dataplane - this is a recipe for
confusion and further bugs.
A special case is handling default rules: the shim rejects all
attempts to set a default rule which contains an action that has a
reachable bug, since there is no way to guarantee that packets will
not hit that rule at runtime.
When fixes have been applied to the P4 program, we assume the
controller has been updated to reflect these changes; the new rules
will be filtered at runtime as discussed above. We acknowledge
that controller changes are cumbersome, and may take time to
develop. We have considered the alternative of having the shim
transparently “fix” the rules from an old controller by adding safe
values for the new keys. However, the new and the old dataplanes
one are no longer equivalent which raises interesting questions
around controller correctness and corner-case behaviour. We intend
to further explore this direction in future work.

4.5

Shim impact on correctness.

Our sanitization shim logically operates between the controller and
the P4 dataplane and performs input validation on whatever comes
in from the controller. To make bf4 useful in practice, its impact on
the original P4 code and controller must be as small as possible. We
analyze the shim’s impact in terms of: (i) correctness, (ii) performance
and (iii) code. We leave performance impact analysis for §5.3.
We now turn our attention to correctness. In this setting, correctness refers to semantics preservation with respect to the original
P4 program and controller. Adding the shim means altering the
controller. We call this alteration semantics preserving if the P4
program + the modified controller are behaving the same as the
old one with respect to packet processing.
Ideally, for a bug-free program, the shim bears no impact on
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the original P4 program and controller. However, when bugs start
showing up, things get trickier. Assume that the shim is presented
with a new table rule. We pose the following restriction: if the rule is
correct - i.e., it does not lead to bugs - the program behaves exactly
the same as the original. If, however, the rule is not correct, then
the new controller’s behavior is undefined. We say that the shim is
partially semantics preserving wrt the original program.
We now examine what happens when the controller attempts to
insert a buggy rule. There are two extreme solutions and combinations thereof:
(1) allow the rule to get in - then the resulting program is identical to
the original. But then, the program becomes a ticking bomb waiting
for the right packet to trigger dataplane bugs
(2) block the input and raise an exception - in this case the two programs are not identical anymore. It is now the job of the controller
to perform error-handling, which may imply changing the original
controller code to handle this situation.
We believe that the latter approach is the right one to ensure
correct dataplanes. We also claim that the code impact for this kind
of error handling is not dramatic. This is because the code to handle
input validation exceptions is already baked in the original controller even when the shim is not there. For instance, if a controller
attempts to insert a duplicate rule in a P4 table, an exception will be
thrown. We find that this situation is, in principle, identical to the
shim throwing a sanitization exception on a bad input and should
be treated in a similar fashion.

4.6

Limitations

Our approach has a series limitations which fall in two classes:
technical and conceptual.
The most noteworthy technical limitation is that bf4 doesn’t
fully support the PSA and TNA architectures (only works for the
ingress and egress pipelines in separation). The reason for this
shortcoming is that, in order to capture the interaction between
ingress and egress, packets need to be precisely modeled (e.g., via
strings of bits). This model makes calls to the underlying solver
highly inefficient. Finding an good model for packet processing
primitives is our future work.
Even though bf4 is a procedure to automatically infer missing
controller annotations, it does not preclude adding user-defined
annotations. Nevertheless, the current implementation of bf4 provides no way for the user to specify user-defined annotations.
Conceptually, bf4 is first of all limited by the kind of properties
it is able to capture. The static verification part of bf4 is a bounded
model checker which only tackles safety properties. For the moment, we instrument for invalid header accesses, "egress spec not
set" bugs and array indices out of bounds. One could also envisage
higher-level properties by placing assertions in their code.
While in principle bf4 should be able to infer fixes/specs for
any kind of safety property, it is not effective for specs of the form:
"there must exist a rule subject to c in table t". bf4 is mostly efficient
to infer specs of the form: "there must not be any rules in table t
subject to c", corresponding to safety invariants.
A noteworthy example is the "egress spec not set" bug. In this
case, one may envisage a property enforcing the control plane
to always take a forwarding decision. This does not work well
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with bf4. The reason lies in the way "egress spec not set" bug
is instrumented. Much like p4v [24], we keep a shadow boolean
variable together with the eдress_spec metadata which indicates
whether or not eдress_spec was set. At the end of ingress, we check
if this shadow variable is set. If it isn’t, then we signal a bug. This
means that for all feasible sequence of tables from the start of
the program to the end of ingress, at least one chosen action sets
eдress_spec. But if on that path there are more than one possible
actions which set eдress_spec, then bf4 can’t say for certain which
of them must be set, since this would preclude good runs passing
through the other.
Moreover, even bf4’s fixing strategy is problematic in this case.
The extra key needed to control this kind of bug is the ghost variable used to track the assigndness state of eдress_spec. Since this
variable doesn’t really exist as part of the original program, the
reason for its existence may seem esoteric and meaningless for the
programmer.
To handle this particular situation, we specialize our fixing strategy: whenever an "egress spec not set" bug is reachable, bf4 suggests to the programmer a "safe" fix - e.g., drop the packet at the
end of the pipeline.
A note on result minimality. Both Infer and Fast-Infer are
used to synthesize invariants which rule out unsafe behaviors. We
claim no minimality on the filters inferred by either of them. So far,
the filters were simple enough and reasonably few to be efficiently
implemented by the controller shim. However, this may become a
bottleneck as more complex properties will be added.
In what the Fixes algorithm is concerned, its output is also not
guaranteed to be minimal. However, our evaluation shows that it
never adds more than two keys per table for a single bug and that,
in most cases the set of keys is minimal.
Generating a minimal number of fixes as well as minimal number
of invariants is important both for performance (table width/height
increase - some programs may actually fail to compile) and diagnostics (making fixes/annotations easier to understand by programmers). We leave this interesting avenue of research as future
work.
In the following section, we show how to make good use of the
specs inferred via algorithm Infer and enforce safety at controller
level.

5

EVALUATION

bf4 computes necessary preconditions to control bugs and suggests
key additions which transform most uncontrolled bugs into controlled bugs. Assume that a P4 program only contains controlled
bugs, and that our sanitization shim is deployed. We prove in the
Appendix that bf4 guarantees that all deployed snapshots are bug
free, i.e., no packet exists which can reach a bug.
We ran bf4 on a wide range of P4 programs to test its usability
and efficiency. bf4 differs from existing P4 verification tools because it does not stop after discovering possible bugs: it generates
predicates that eliminates these bugs and fixes the P4 program when
predicates cannot be generated with existing keys. We therefore
wish to find out how many bugs bf4 controls immediately, what
keys it adds when needed, and how many bugs remain reachable
after fixing.

D. Dumitrescu et al.
We evaluated bf4 on a 1.70GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650L
server with 32GB of memory. We take as inputs a set of 94 openly
available P4 programs in the V1Model. For the moment, our implementation includes full support for P4-14 (or V1Model programs)
and only limited support for PSA and TNA. Full support for these
architectures is our future work.
Table 1 contains a subset of our results, showing the total number
of bugs found, the number of bugs which may be controlled using
only existing keys (results of Infer), the number of extra keys
added by our fixing algorithm, and the number of bugs that are
reachable after fixing. The most complex program we ran bf4 on
was the open-source version of switch.p4, a production-grade
datacenter router implemented in P4 ??.
A large fraction of the bugs bf4 found are invalid header accesses
(90%), followed by egress_spec not set and, less frequently, out-ofbounds register accesses. Infer manages to generate assertions to
remove 39% of reachable bugs on average, and all bugs in the best
case. For switch.p4 it removes 100 bugs out of a total of 155. This
verifies our hypothesis that simple table-level checks on existing
keys are sufficient to remove many bugs.
The fixes algorithm manages to eliminate all bugs in most target
programs (bug types are header validity, registers out-of-bounds,
and egress spec not set). For switch.p4, it adds 23 table keys to 13
separate tables to eliminate all remaining bugs. Assuming our implementation of bf4 is correct, and that the sanitization shim works
correctly, these results imply that we can deploy these programs
with the guarantee that no buggy snapshot will ever be deployed.
The worst case runtime of bf4 is 4 minutes on switch.p4. This
includes instrumentation, translating the original program to a
verification-friendly form, integrating the packet flow between the
components of the P4 program (42% of the time) and the actual bf4
algorithms (58% of the total time). Given the complexity of this program, and the runtime of previous tools that requires annotations
(2.5 mins for p4v), we believe the runtime is competitive.
We found that many programs in our test suite (43 out of 94 tested
programs) exhibit "uncontrollable" bugs, which are still reachable
after running Fixes. These are genuine dataplane bugs that we
report to the programmer in order to get them fixed. One example
is in the mplb_router which reads from the tcp header inside an if
condition. This is clearly a problem since no prior table is able to
rescue it.
To understand the overhead of key additions, we note that the
23 keys added to switch.p4 are a 6% increase compared to the
original program (372 keys). However, the average increase in the
size of a table entry is less than 1% because most of the keys added
are validity checks which only require one bit (i.e., on average less
than one bit is added to each rule).
Another interesting metric impacting bf4’s deployability in production settings is the impact of key addition to underlying controller code. Adding new keys changes the runtime API [31] for
the table being controlled. In our largest example, switch.p4, there
are 13 tables which get modified as a result of bf4 out of a total
of 129 (10%). Since our changes are additive, the newly generated
runtime API inherits from the old one, so controller changes should
be minimal.
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Program

LoC

#bugs

07-MultiProtocol
arp
ecmp_2
flowlet
flowlet_switching
hash_action_gw2
heavy_hitter_1
heavy_hitter_2
hula
issue894
linearroad_16
mc_nat_16
mplb_router-ppc
ndp_router_16
netchain
netchain_16
netpaxos_accept_16
resubmit
simple_nat
switch
ts_switching_16

371
217
204
290
288
135
211
246
321
254
991
181
264
287
1849
497
234
124
372
6234
142

2
6
2
2
2
2
5
5
6
5
20
2
2
4
4
6
2
2
7
155
4
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bugs
after
Infer
2
0
2
2
2
2
4
5
3
5
20
1
2
4
4
6
2
0
2
55
3

runtime
(s)
6.977
5.214
4.575
5.464
5.633
3.397
4.579
5.352
8.563
5.362
26.773
4.013
6.89
5.69
402.79
11.258
5.58
3.197
7.174
222.003
4.036

bugs
after
fixes
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

keys
added
2
0
1
2
2
1
2
6
3
1
20
1
0
3
5
5
1
0
1
23
2

Table 1: Experimental results on a wide range of P4 programs, showing verify removes all bugs.

5.1

Interesting bugs discovered by bf4

meta.tunnel_metadata.tunnel_terminate =
hdr.fabric_header_unicast.tunnelTerminate; ... }
table fabric_ingress_dst_lkp { actions = { ... unicast();
// stands for _terminate_fabric_unicast_packet_0 }
key = { hdr.fabric_header.dstDevice: exact; } }

First of all, notice that since there is no key matching against the
validity of fabric_header, exact matching against an invalid value
will lead to undefined behavior. Thus, a packet may match an arbitrary table entry. Assume for the moment that there is an entry
with action unicast and we get a match against this particular entry.
This now means that egress_spec will be set to an arbitrary value.
Furthermore, since there is no control assertion to filter this
behavior, bf4 outputs that there is indeed a bug within table fabric_ingress_dst_lkp and deems it uncontrollable using the current
keys. Then, using the fixes algorithm, bf4 is able to determine that
an extra exact match on hdr.fabric_header.isValid() is necessary to
control the undefined behavior specified above.
To emphasize the severity of validity errors, notice that if header
fabric_header reaches action unicast with unitialized values, the
entire forwarding behavior of the switch will also be undefined
(due to the assignment to egress_spec field). Since some target architectures do not zero out invalid headers [14] and keep values from
previous packets, an exploit is possible whereby an attacker sends
out a valid fabric_header packet on some port, then subsequent invalid fabric_header packets from the same port will be forwarded to
whatever port the attacker had previously chosen. By adding extra
validity matches at table level and enforcing controller assertions,
bf4 makes this attack impossible.

The purpose of verification tools is to provide strong correctness
guarantees and detect possibly faulty behaviors. Thus, a detailed
understanding about the bugs reported by bf4 is crucial to ensure
that it works correctly and to capture interesting behaviors that
may have major effects on the network dataplane. We describe such
Egress spec not set. A very common bug occurring in P4 programs
bugs next.
(especially those converted from P4-14) is not setting the egress
Missing assumptions. Let’s take as an example table validate_outer_ethernet
spec by the end of the ingress pipeline. This implies programmers
in the ingress control flow of switch.p4. Its structure is described
assume that packets are implicitly dropped if no forwarding action
below (details omitted for brevity).
is specified.
action doubletagged() {
meta.l2_metadata.lkp_pkt_type = 3w1;
However, this is not the actual behavior. The egress_spec field
meta.l2_metadata.lkp_mac_type = hdr.vlan_tag_[1].etherType;
is initialized to the 0 unless the pipeline actually sets it to some
meta.l2_metadata.lkp_pcp = hdr.vlan_tag_[0].pcp; }
table validate_outer_ethernet {
other value (such as drop). In our running example, assume a
actions = { ...
packet hits table if_info and then hits table nat with action
doubletagged();
// stands for _set_valid_outer_unicast_packet_double_tagged }
miss_ext_to_int. The action correctly sets meta.do_forward to
key = { ...
hdr.vlan_tag_[0].isValid(): exact;
0, and the packet finishes processing. However, since no action sets
hdr.vlan_tag_[1].isValid(): exact; } }
the value of egress_spec, the packet gets forwarded to port zero
Both actions read field the pcp from header vlan_tag_[0], whereas
of the switch.
action _set_valid_outer_unicast_packet_double_tagged also reads
An easy fix is to have the target reserve port 0 as drop port
from header vlan_tag_[1]. Infer outputs that all bugs within
(as in Tofino). However, we believe that a better way to solve this
this table are completely controllable when the following assertion
is to explicitly set the egress_spec to drop or some other value
holds for table entries:
at beginning of ingress. Thus, the programmer’s intention would
¬ (¬key(hdr .vl an_t aд_[0].isV al id()) ∧ act ion = doubl et aддed ) ∧
become transparent from the beginning.
¬(¬key(hdr .vl an_t aд_[1].isV al id ()) ∧ act ion = doubl et aддed)
We have encountered this bug in most V1 programs we have
examined
(except for switch.p4). With this bug we cannot simply
The inferred condition is natural as it implies that whenever there
apply
the
fixing
strategy described in §4.3. We have observed that
is no vlan encapsulation, then one should simply not call action douFixes infers a very large number of extra keys spanning multiple
bletagged. Uncorrected, this bug could cause significant problems:
tables to handle this behavior. Instead of doing this, we special case
packets without the VLAN tags might be validated using header
such bugs: we suggest the user to mark the packet as drop at the
values from previous packets, allowing attackers to break VLAN
beginning of the pipeline.
isolation.
Missing validity checks. Table fabric_ingress_dst_lkp in the ingress
control flow of switch.p4 is a good example where a bug is reachable
regardless of controller assumptions.
action unicast() { standard_metadata.egress_spec =
(bit<9>)hdr.fabric_header.dstPortOrGroup;

5.2

bf4 vs. existing P4 verification tools

To our best knowledge, bf4 is the first tool that automatically infers
control-plane assertions for a P4 dataplane and adds keys to fix
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bugs. However, we experimentally compare bf4 to p4v [24] and
Vera [32] on switch.p4 to gain confidence in bf4’s correctness and
performance characteristics.
Since p4v is not open-source, we will contrast it to bf4 in two
ways: by comparing the results reported in the paper, and by implementing an approximation of p4v. For Vera, we use the publicly
available code.
We approximate p4v’s functionality by combining the weakest
preconditions for all the bugs computed by bf4 and then running a
single solver query to check whether any of the bugs is reachable.
This approach confirms the existence of bugs in roughly 2 minutes
( 28s for instrumentation and 85s for optimizations, query creation
and solving) The p4v paper reports a similar runtime (2min36s). p4v
is meant to be run with a human in the loop: after a bug is reported,
the human adds control plane assertions that "block" that bug, and
p4v is then rerun to check for other bugs. To check header safety,
700 lines of annotations were added to switch.p4; this is both time
consuming (as a solver call is made after each bug is blocked) and
error-prone. bf4 takes under 4 minutes to verify the same program
for invalid headers, out-of-bounds indices and "egress spec not set"
bugs, generates all the annotations and derives the missing table
keys automatically.
Vera [32] uses symbolic execution and takes 15s on a concrete
switch.p4 snapshot. To find bugs in all dataplanes, we run Vera
using symbolic table entries, as suggested by [32]. In this case, Vera
didn’t finish exploring all paths in the P4 program and obtained
a code-coverage of roughly 30%, finding 32 bugs after 7 hours of
running. Vera has the advantage of finding all paths that lead to a
given bug. However, making sense of the verbose output is a big
challenge, and increasing coverage to find all bugs seems a hard
task. In contrast, bf4 is not as fine-grained as Vera, but scales indeed
much better.

5.3

Sanitizing controller inputs

To assess the feasibility of deploying our modified ONOS controller
in production environments, we benchmarked it using the largest
P4 program we analyzed (switch.p4). We stress tested the shim by
simulating table rule insertions for the 79 tables in switch.p4 which
contain assertions using production traces containing 2000 updates
to the dataplane. The updates were performed one-by-one and the
shim validation time was measured for each particular update.
For switch.p4, bf4 generated 370 assertions that our shim must
verify. We tested all updates against every rule, finding that it takes
less than 2ms in 90% percentile to decide if the update satisfies
the assertion (maximum 20ms for the largest assertion). We then
examined the time needed to decide whether an update is safe,
which meant matching against all the relevant assertions for the
target table. In this case, the median time is 42ms, the 90th percentile
is 70ms, with a maximum of 250ms for the int_bos table that has
16 assertions over 30 keys.
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Dataplane verification tools [20, 21, 25, 33] take a network snapshot and check the desired properties. Control-plane verification
answers similar questions by taking network configurations and
either simulating the functionality of the control plane [16, 4, 17] or
runs it in an emulated environment [23] to produce the dataplane
which is then verified. bf4 is a network dataplane analysis tool,
specialized for finding bugs in P4 programs.
bf4 shares the similar goal of reducing human input to network
configuration synthesis. Work by Beckett et al. [5] and NetComplete [18] aims to automatically generate router configurations that
achieve stated network-wide properties. While [5, 18] generate
control plane inputs, bf4 generates assertions for the control plane
outputs and fixes for the P4 dataplane program. NICE [8] proposes
a methodology to test SDN controllers with increased coverage.
While NICE uncovers many controller bugs, it assumes the dataplane implementation is correct. With P4 this assumption does not
hold, and bf4 helps by eliminating all dataplane bugs.
Existing P4 verification tools include p4v [24], Vera [32], ASSERTP4 [27], P4-NOD [26] and p4-pktgen [28] We’ve discussed p4v, Vera
and ASSERT-P4 in detail throughout this paper. P4-NOD assumes
concrete snapshots and translates P4 to NOD[25]; it has reduced
coverage as a consequence [26]. p4pktgen[28] uses symbolic execution to generate test packets and predict the expected result, which
it compares to the bmv2 software switch results; it finds bugs in the
compiler and software switch. bf4 is complementary to p4pktgen.
The works of Cousot et.al.[11, 12] and CEGIS [1] inspired our
work. However, the algorithms described therein mostly use wordlevel abstractions, whereas most network functions are expressed in
terms of bit vectors. PREInfer[3] takes known concrete input examples which lead to failures and generalizes them as function-level
preconditions. Since the presence of a bug in p4 is not transparent
to the user, we found this approach to be unsuitable for our goals.
We follow the technique described in [9] and also use notions from
IC3[6] and [22] to strengthen over-approximations of the expected
result until fixed point.

7

CONCLUSIONS

bf4 is a tool that instruments P4 programs to find all instances
of various types of bugs (invalid header accesses, out-of-bounds
accesses, etc.). It is also the first tool that guarantees that such bugs
do not appear in practice by automatically generating controller
assertions, fixes to the program when needed, and by enforcing the
assertions at runtime.
bf4 is ready for deployment: it can fix and check the largest
public P4 program in a few minutes, and can verify controller assertions at runtime using our sanitization shim with negligible
overhead. Further experiments are needed with real controllers
to find out how often buggy entries are inserted. Integrating correctness specifications into bf4 is another interesting avenue of
research.
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NOTES
1 We detect loops by finding back edges in the CFG. Since our CFG is reducible, only
back edges can lead to loops [2].
2 Dominance is computed on the CFG and it means that all runs to the bug pass
through the assertion point.
3 We acknowledge that controller changes are cumbersome, and may take time to
develop. We have considered the alternative of having the shim transparently “fix” the
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rules from an old controller by adding safe values for the new keys. However, the new
and the old dataplanes one are no longer equivalent which raises interesting questions
around controller correctness and corner-case behaviour. We intend to further explore
this direction in future work.

APPENDIX
The central point of our solution consists in processing a P4 program
and synthesizing the formulas OK describing the set of good runs,
and BAD describing the set of bad runs. The formulas are computed
as weakest preconditions to reach a specific state. We claim to
preserve the semantics of the program in terms of the formula
OK, meaning that all the packets that did not trigger a fault in
the original program will be processed in exactly the same way in
the modified program. To this end we developed the algorithms
Infer along with the optimized version Fast-Infer that compute
the necessary preconditions to control bug, and Fixes that infer
a set of extra keys which transform all uncontrolled bugs in the
program into controlled bugs. The formalization and theorems that
state their correctness follow.

Theoretical framework
We represent a program as a control flow graph (CFG)[2] where
each node represents a program location and each edge u → v
represents a possible transfer of control between nodes. Denote by
nodes(CFG) the set of all nodes in the CFG and by edдes(CFG) ⊆
nodes(CFG) × nodes(CFG) its edges.
A p4 program defines a finite set of program variables - usually fixed-width bit vectors, booleans and enumerations. During
the execution of a program, the variables bear values in their declared domains. Denote by V = v 1, v 2, ..., vn the set of all program
variables. A state is a mapping between program variables V and
their domains and an extra variable depicting the current program
location in the CFG. Formally, Σ = (v 1 → dom(v 1 )) × (v 2 →
dom(v 2 )) × ... × (vn → dom(vn )) × nodes(CFG) is the set of all
possible states. Define accessor function loc : Σ → nodes(CFG) the
control location of a state.
Each edge u → v is labeled with a transformation of the program
state - τ : edдes(CFG) → (Σ → Σ). Denote by start ∈ nodes(CFG)
the start node of the program. A terminal node in CFG is a node
which has no outgoing edge. Denote by E the set of terminal nodes
representing error nodes, and by G the set of all terminal nodes
other than error nodes.
The semantics of a packet processing pipeline is given by its set
of admissible traces. A trace π is a list of states [π 1, π 2, ..., πn ] such
that:
(1) (loc(πi ), loc(πi+1 )) ∈ edдes(CFG)
(2) πi+1 = τ [loc(πi ), loc(πi+1 )](πi )
(3) loc(π1 ) = start
(4) loc(πn ) is a terminal node
We call a trace bad if loc(πn ) ∈ E and good if loc(πn ) ∈ G. Let S
denote the set of good traces and F the set of bad traces.
Let Γ ⊆ V denote the set of control variables and A ⊆ nodes(CFG)
the set of assertion points.
Let X ⊆ V . Denote by Φ[X ] the set of all formulas ϕ such that
all free variables of ϕ are in X . The function eval : Φ[X ] × Σ →
B defines the usual boolean expression evaluation modulo some
underlying theories.
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Definition 7.1. Let α ∈ Φ[V ] and a ∈ nodes(CFG). A trace π
is said to be assertion compliant to α at point a iff ∀πi ∈ π , then
(loc(πi ) = a → eval(α, πi ) = true)
Definition 7.2. A mapping ϕ : A → Φ[Γ] is a controlled necessary condition iff ∀a ∈ A, ∀π ∈ S, π is assertion compliant to ϕ(a)
at point a.
Definition 7.3. A controlled necessary condition ϕ is minimal if
|{π | π ∈ F ∧ ∀a ∈ A, π is assertion compliant to ϕ(a) at point a}| is
minimal.
Informally, the above two definitions mean: we need to place assertions at table call entry points in such way as to kill away as many
failing paths as possible while not killing any of the good states.
Furthermore, we constrain the assertions to only be expressed in
terms of control variables Γ.
Assume that for all b ∈ E bug points, there exists a unique a ∈ A
such that a dominates b. A node x is said to dominate a node y iff all
traces which contain location y also contain x. Define controlled(a)
the set of bug points dominated by assert point a.
Definition 7.4. Let ρ : nodes(CFG) → Φ[V ] a formula with
∀q ∈ Σ. eval(ρ(n), q) → ∃ a trace π such that π1 = q and loc(πk ) =
n for some k. We call ρ(n) the reachability condition of n.
Ô
The formula OK = д ∈G ρ(д) (G is the set of all good terminal
nodes) is called weakest precondition and describes the set of all
initial states from which the program terminates successfully.
Definition 7.5. Let P a subset of atomic formulas in Φ[Γ]. A
P-approximation of formula Ω ∈ Φ[V ] w.r.t. P is a CNF formula H
where all atoms are ⊆ P and Ω |= H .
Theorem 7.1. A mapping ϕ : A → Φ[V ] such that ϕ(a) is a Papproximation of formula OK ∧ ρ(a) with all free variables in Γ is a
controlled necessary condition.
Theorem 7.2. Algorithm 1 computes a P-approximation of formula OK.
Proof. We begin by proving the following loop invariant at line
4: OK |= ϕ n , where ϕ n is the value of variable ϕ after n iterations
through the loop.
Initial step: ϕ 0 = ⊤. All formulas |= ⊤ ⇒ so does OK.
Induction hypothesis: OK |= ϕ n holds after n iterations.
Induction step: Assume that OK |= ϕ n+1 does not hold. If the
control flow follows the else branch at line 11, then ϕ n = ϕ n+1 ,
then this contradicts the induction hypothesis.
Assume that the control flow follows line 8. This means that, by
Ó
definition of the unsatisfiable core, a ∈uc a is inconsistent with
OK ⇔
!
Û
OK |= ¬
a
(1)
a ∈uc

Ó
But it is also the case that: ϕ n+1 = ϕ n ∧ ¬ ( a ∈uc a). But due to
Ó
the induction hypothesis, OK |= ϕ n ⇒ OK |= ϕ n ∧¬ ( a ∈uc a),
contradiction.
□
Theorem 7.3. Algorithm 2 computes a necessary precondition of
table t.
Proof. We prove that each ¬pc from line 8 is a necessary condition for table t. Furthermore, since ϕ is a conjunction of necessary
preconditions, it is also a necessary precondition.
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Take pc as above the path condition of path π starting from the
assertion point and ending in bug. Furthermore assume all variables
of pc are controlled. Assume that ¬pc is not a necessary condition.
Then for an entry satisfying pc there must exist a "good" run from
the assertion point. But pc is a sufficient condition to go down π ,
which implies that all paths starting at entries satisfying pc end up
on path π , which is a buggy run. Since a run cannot be both good
and buggy, this contradicts our assumption and proves the fact that
¬pc is a necessary precondition.
□
Theorem 7.4. Algorithm 2 computes multi-table necessary preconditions of simple dependencies.
Proof. For a table t, let Γt ⊆ Γ be the set of control variables
of table t, and let Vt ⊆ V be the set of program variables s.t. ∀v ∈
Vt ∧ reach(t) =⇒ ∃τ s.t. v = τ , where τ is a first-order term in
the theory of bit-vectors. The set X t of free variables occurring in
τ are such that X t ⊆ Γt . Denote by reach(t) the first-order formula
for the reachability of table t.
Let Y 1 = t1.apply(X t 1 ) and Y 2 = t2.apply(X t 2 ) be two table applications of tables t1 and t2 with keys X t 1 and X t 2 respectively such that reach(t2) |= reach(t1) and X t 1 ⊆ X t 2 . Let
ϕ 12 ← fast-Infer(c f дt 2, t2, Γt 2 ∪ Vt 1 ). Then ϕ 12 is a necessary
condition wrt t2.
We focus on the path condition pc inferred at line 8 in fastInfer. Assume that the control flow reaches the application of t2
and pc holds. By the assumption that reach(t2) |= reach(t1), it
follows that the control reaches the application of t2. Given that
the values of all variables in Vt 1 are functionally dependent on X t 1
(because of the semantics of table applications) and X t 1 ⊆ X t 2 ,
then their values are functionally dependent on the keys of table
t2. This is equivalent to saying that Γt 1 ← Γt 1 ∪ Vt 2 . So now, the
path condition only contains variables from table t2 and all paths
hitting an entry matching pc will go to a bug.
□

Global correctness
Assume that a P4 program only contains controlled bugs. Let Specs
denote the set of inferred table filters by algorithm Infer. Our shim
can be seen as a function: accept : Snapshots → B defined by
Ó
accept(snap) = s ∈Specs eval(snap, s)
If the shim accepts a given snapshot, then we will show that this
guarantees that there is no packet which can trigger a bug.
Theorem 7.5 (Global correctness). ∀snap ∈ Snapshots accept(snap) ⇒
∀p ∈ Packets ¬eval((snap, p), buд).
Proof. Assume that accept(snap) holds and there is a packet p
such that eval((snap, p), buд) holds. This means that there exists a
bug b in the program which is reachable (that is reach(b) holds). By
definition, a controlled bug is such that there exists a set of conditions Specsb ⊆ Specs such that Specsb |= ¬reach(b). By definition
Ó
Ó
of function accept accept(snap) = s ∈Specs s |= s ∈Specsb s |=
¬buд. So it means that b is both reachable and unreachable, contradiction.
□

